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ACROSS

1. ___ John's
5. Swashbuckler's drink
9. Quick shots
13. Country superstar Jackson
14. Herded cattle
15. Diez less dos
16. Attended
17. Whiteboard stand
18. Sign of use
19. What happens when a line drive goes up the middle?
22. Its last champ was the Lake Erie Monsters: Abbr.
24. Night before
25. Puts a spell on
26. Put two guys on Elgin?
31. Seated yoga pose
32. Glimmer of hope
33. Pulls the plug
37. Charging station juice: Abbr.
38. Josh of Queens Of The Stone Age
40. Butcher's stock
41. Game played on a map
42. "That's what ___"
43. Must
44. Artist with a light touch?
48. Sprung from the can
52. React to a rom-com, say
53. Soho stories that are read with feeling?
58. Zipcar selection
59. Next to
60. Fiery gemstone
63. Wallow in, as in a funk
64. Deep pink shade
65. Christian in Hollywood
66. "Show Boat" composer
67. Females in wool coats
68. ___ Accords

DOWN

1. Pekingese dog?
2. Schwarzbier alternative
3. Wind instruments named for a Greek god
4. Against
5. 2nd best
6. Thorny flower
7. High, as a guess
8. Some toothpastes
9. Pop song character who's "as blind as he can be"
10. Scaler's tool
11. Terrible twos, e.g.
12. Tender spots
14. Dig deeply (into)
15. Marine predators
20. "Making Good Business Great"
21. Comic Margaret
22. Steven of the only good lineup of Guns N' Roses
23. "Silicon Valley" fictional company with the slogan "Making Good Business Great"
27. Concentrate on work
28. Heavy mail, e.g
29. Potato's kin
30. Caustic stuff
34. "Non? Non?"
35. Match.com user
36. Plot line
38. Greetings
39. Praise with feet
43. Tour de France hurdle
45. Big fuss
46. Benched player's spots?
47. Make right
48. Swigger's container
49. Google Maps line
50. "Door's open!"
54. We all have one
55. Did poorly
56. Audition spot
57. Gray wolf
61. Laundry brand
62. 2010 Best Supporting Actress
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